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INTRODUCTION TO THE FOURTH EDITION

This book, like the first, second, and third editions before it, is for the working SQL programmer who wants to pick up some advanced programming tips and techniques. It assumes that the reader is an SQL programmer with a year or more of actual experience. This is not an introductory book, so let's not have any gripes in the amazon.com reviews about that like we did with the prior editions.

The first edition was published 10 years ago, and became a minor classic among working SQL programmers. I have seen copies of this book on the desks of real programmers in real programming shops almost everywhere I have been. The true compliment are the Post-it® notes sticking out of the top. People really use it often enough to put stickies in it! Wow!

What Changed in Ten Years

Hierarchical and network databases still run vital legacy systems in major corporations. SQL people do not like to admit that IMS and traditional files are still out there in the Fortune 500. But SQL people can be proud of the gains SQL-based systems have made over the decades. We have all the new applications and all the important smaller databases.

OO programming is firmly in place, but may give ground to functional programming in the next decade. Object and object-relational databases found niche markets, but never caught on with the mainstream.

XML is no longer a fad in 2010. Technically, it is syntax for describing and moving data from one platform to another, but its support tools allow searching and reformatting. There is an SQL/XML subcommittee in INCITS H2 (the current name of the original ANSI X3H2 Database Standards Committee) making sure they can work together.

Data warehousing is no longer an exotic luxury only for major corporations. Thanks to the declining prices of hardware and software, medium-sized companies now use the technology. Writing OLAP queries is different from OLTP queries and probably needs its own “Smarties” book now.
Open Source databases are doing quite well and are gaining more and more Standards conformance. The LAMP platform (Linux, Apache, MySQL, and Python/PHP) has most of the web sites. Ingres, Postgres, Firebird, and other products have the ANSI SQL-92 features, most of the SQL-99, and some of the SQL:2003 features.

Columnar databases, parallelism, and Optimistic Concurrency are all showing up in commercial product instead of the laboratory. The SQL Standards have changed over time, but not always for the better. Parts of it have become more relational and set-oriented while other parts put in things that clearly are procedural, deal with nonrelational data, and are based on file system models. To quote David McGoveran, “A committee never met a feature it did not like.” And he seems to be quite right.

But with all the turmoil the ANSI/ISO Standard SQL-92 was the common subset that will port across SQL products to do useful work. In fact, years ago, the US government described the SQL-99 standard as “a standard in progress” and required SQL-92 conformance for federal contracts.

We had the FIPS-127 conformance test suite in place during the development of SQL-92, so all the vendors could move in the same direction. Unfortunately, the Clinton administration canceled the program and conformance began to drift. Michael M. Gorman, President of Whitemarsh Information Systems Corporation and secretary of INCITS H2 for over 20 years, has a great essay on this and other political aspects of SQL’s history at Wiscorp.com that is worth reading.

Today, the SQL-99 standard is the one to use for portable code on the greatest number of platforms. But vendors are adding SQL:2003 features so rapidly, I do not feel that I have to stick to a minimal standard.

**New in This Edition**


I have moved and greatly expanded techniques for trees and hierarchies into their own book (*Trees and Hierarchies in SQL*, ISBN 13:978-1558609204) because there was enough material to justify it. There is a short mention of some techniques here, but not to the detailed level in the other book.

is an advanced programmer's book and I assume that the reader is now writing real SQL, not some dialect or his or her native programming language in a thin disguise. I also assume that the reader can translate Standard SQL into his or her local dialect without much effort.

I have tried to provide comments with the solutions, to explain why they work. I hope this will help the reader see underlying principles that can be used in other situations.

A lot of people have contributed material, either directly or via Newsgroups and I cannot thank all of them. But I made a real effort to put names in the text next to the code. In case I missed anyone, I got material or ideas from Aaron Bertrand, Alejandro Mesa, Anith Sen, Craig Mullins (who has done the tech reads on several editions), Daniel A. Morgan, David Portas, David Cressey, Dawn M. Wolthuis, Don Burleson, Erland Sommarskog, Itzak Ben-Gan, John Gilson, Knut Stolze, Ken Henderson, Louis Davidson, Dan Guzman, Hugo Kornelis, Richard Romley, Serge Rielau, Steve Kass, Tom Moreau, Troels Arvin, Vadim Tropashko, Plamen Ratchev, Gert-Jan Strik, and probably a dozen others I am forgetting.

**Corrections and Additions**

Please send any corrections, additions, suggestions, improvements, or alternative solutions to me or to the publisher. Especially if you have a better way of doing something.
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